
    
 
We provide experiences that become lifelong traditions and memories through exceptional service, great food, the 
freshest local produce, adventure and fun; leaving our guests feeling like part of the Red Barn family and coming back 
for generations!  
 
Job Description 
Red Barn Market | Ice Cream Parlor and Café | Kitchen Server 
Non-Exempt | Hourly and Seasonal Worker | Reports to the Lead Server | This is Not a Supervisory Role 
Evening and Weekend Hours | April-Christmas | Up to 20 hours per week | Possibility of winter hours 
Beginning Wage is Michigan Minimum Wage PLUS Tips 
 
Qualifications & Education 
Must be at least 18 years of age with reliable transportation 
Experience in the food or restaurant industry preferred 
TIPS Certification required (over 21) 
 
Personal Traits 
Mature, outgoing and energetic, with a love for food service and hospitality 
Honest, trustworthy and confidential 
Excellent organization and communication skills 
 
Responsibilities & Duties 
Must represent the mission, vision and values of Red Barn Market 
Carry yourself in a mature, outgoing and energetic fashion 
Be punctual and observe regular and consistent attendance 
Attend required staff and safety meetings and complete all required training 
Contribute to a positive team environment 
Excellent customer service - pleasantly and politely interact with and care for the needs of our guests 
Maintain proper personal hygiene. 
Maintain a clean, safe and inviting environment for our guests 
Learn, follow & enforce all food and alcohol safety guidelines and properly operate all pertinent equipment 
Legible handwriting and meticulous phone etiquette 
Properly check identification of all Painted Turtle Hard Cider customers 
Memorize menu and recipes and properly handle, prepare, portion and serve food, ice cream and hard cider 
Conduct proper dish washing 
Accurately handle the Square Register for cash, check, credit card and gift certificate transactions 
Assist in maintaining the produce displays and stocking inventory 
Continuously stand and walk for up to 8 hours, reach, bend, stoop and lift/carry up to 100 pounds 
Perform all other duties that may be assigned 
 
Additional Information 
Railside Orchards, Inc; (Red Barn Market & Painted Turtle Hard Cider) is an Equal Opportunity Employer 
We reserve the right to change or assign other duties to this position at any time. 
 


